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Moderation
Towards a just, equitable and community-based energy transition

AGNES MIREMBE
Executive Director ARUWE
In a male-dominated context, ARUWE has demonstrated that womxn's equal participation in technology deployment brings multiple benefits to their communities.
An urban, sustainable and gender-just solidarity economy model that challenges masculinities.

MARÍA VICTORIA BOJACÁ
Director ENDA Colombia
This solution has achieved the official recognition of womxn as social and environmental agents of change to exercise their democratic and environmental rights.
Shifting gender power relationships in the mangrove restoration and fishery industry in the Saloum Delta

FATOU NDOYE
Coordinator Enda Graf Sahel
ENDA Graf Sahel has contributed with a holistic approach to significantly shift power relationships and labour division within the communities enabling womxn to create and participate in fishing regulation committees.
How evidence and research can bring climate justice for rural women

DR. NICOLINE DE HAAN
Director CGIAR Gender Platform
CGIAR’s Gender Platform strengthens research and innovation on methods and tools to monitor and promote transformation of gender norms at scale, ensure greater gender equity in the context of food systems transformation and achieve gains in women’s empowerment and nutrition.
Raising awareness to advance on the Gender Action Plan: lessons learned from Nigeria

DR. PRISCILLA ACHAKPA
Director WEP Nigeria
WEP combines working with local communities with providing gender expertise to government. They played a key role in the development of the Nigerian Gender and Climate Action Plan, highlighting the vital importance for governments to work meaningfully with feminist civil society organisations.